Stranger
Don’t see a stranger in his or her
weakness. Time comes when destiny counts
its existence with the policies of what life
brings to him or her. It is just like never
judging a book by its covering. Life itself
begins with a threat weather good or bad. Life
is a game of continuity or annuity, if you
refuse to help it, you become an imaginary
stature on the walls of the earth. A stranger is
better known than a demon nor an angel, it is
sometimes skeptical to decide who is the real
identity which actually becomes an agent of
good news or bad news not every stranger
have a good intention to help or improve your
situation. A decision can be taken by either a
good intention to help or improve your
situation a decision can be taken by either
good or bad stranger it is just like comparing
a stranger from an existing stranger a
physical being of your reflection becomes a

physical stranger to another personality. It is
quite imaginative to distinguish between you
and stranger from an extinguish between you
and a stranger from an existing stranger,
visitor or guest might fall in the same
perfection that you might be a total stranger
from an existing stranger to the other person
whether positive or negative it just like a
parable that say ‘a stranger can become your
friend’ and meeting someone for the first
time makes you network with others live
through various social gathering. if strangers
are so diplomat in their oblivion because a
good stranger has good target to influence its
victims by either taking advantages don’t be
a friend to a stranger who has an evil agenda
to either victims to either notice you a drain
your imagination . they play

